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PART 1:
PRODUCT DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT
This Combined Financial Services Guide (FSG) and Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) is
an important legal document. It is designed to help you understand what you need to know
about Aussie Farmers Mutual Limited ACN 632 567 090 (AFM or the Mutual) and Farm
Income Protection (Protection) so you can make an informed choice about whether or not
you wish to join AFM as a Member of the Mutual (Membership) and how to apply for Protection.
Farm Income Protection is a financial risk product offered by Latevo Mutual Management Pty
Ltd ACN 632 729 376, AR no. 1275151 (LMM) on behalf of AFM. It is provided by AFM on the
terms contained in the PDS (subject to the operation of the Constitution).
Before you decide whether to join AFM or to hold Protection, please read this PDS and the
Constitution carefully.
•

 art 1 of this document is the PDS. It contains information about the Protection and how to
P
become a Member of AFM including details about the rights and entitlements of members
of AFM and explains the benefits and risks that are relevant to purchasing Protection.

•

 art 2 of this document is the Farm Income Protection Wording. It contains the terms and
P
conditions on which Protection is provided by AFM including the benefits, exclusions,
conditions and other details including how to make a claim on Protection.

•

 art 3 of this document is the Financial Services Guide for LMM and Asia Mideast Insurance
P
& Reinsurance Pty Ltd (AMIR), the authorising financial services licensee. It describes the
financial services they provide, how they are remunerated, how to make a complaint about
the services and their professional indemnity arrangements.

You will be offered the opportunity to apply for Protection when you join as a Member of AFM.
At that time you will be given details of the amount charged for that Protection (referred to as
your Protection Fee). A Protection Schedule will be issued to you when you purchase Protection
and this forms part of the terms and conditions of the Protection. See Part 2 of this PDS for further
details.
Before making a decision about membership or Protection, please read this PDS carefully and
keep it in a safe place for future reference.
AFM may update the FSG and PDS from time to time. When necessary, AFM will issue a
supplementary or replacement document.
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SECTION 1 – Aussie Farmers Mutual
1.1

What is AFM?

AFM is a non-profit company limited by guarantee that has been formed to operate a
discretionary mutual fund to provide financial protection for the benefit of Australian crop growers.
AFM offers discretionary risk protection, specifically Farm Income Protection and associated
financial services to the members of AFM (Members).
Farm Income Protection is a financial risk product regulated under the Corporations Act and
provided as an alternative to insurance – it is known as “discretionary protection” or “protection”.
As a discretionary mutual, AFM can use the combined purchasing power of its Members to
spread the cost of risk and to provide additional coverage within the discretionary risk protection
and other benefits in areas where traditional insurers will not provide cover.
LMM has worked closely with global (re)insurance companies, brokers and other partners to
design Farm Income Protection, a product that is tailored to the needs of the farmers who are
crop growers and owner-operators of Australian primary production businesses.

1.2 Who is involved?
LMM is a related body corporate of Latevo Pty Ltd (ACN: 611 143 607) (Latevo). LMM is an
authorised representative (AR No: 1275151) of Asia Mideast Insurance and Reinsurance Pty Ltd
(AFSL no: 239926). LMM will offer Membership and Protection. More information about LMM is
contained in Part 3 of this PDS.
LMM is your first point of contact for any enquiries about Membership and Protection.
Their contact details are at the front of this document.

1.3 How does it work?
The structure of AFM means AFM is owned by its Members and only Members of AFM
are entitled to access the benefits of the Protection when they pay a Protection Fee.
The Members of AFM will use their combined resources to fund the Protection and other costs.
The combined resources of AFM as collected from all Members effectively funds the payment
of claims by the Mutual.
The advantage of the mutual structure is that it is a very cost effective way for growers to
manage their catastrophic financial risk.   By managing the risk pool in this manner along
with the tax and stamp duty exception status, enables protection fees can be kept a minimum.
As the claims are based on a financial assessment they can be efficiently processed and
growers can have confidence their claims will be paid in the last week of February each year.  
This claims process has been developed and refined throughout the market development
of the Latevo program over the past five years.

www.afm.org.au
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1.4 How is AFM managed?
AFM Board manages AFM with the assistance of Latevo acting as an appointed professional
mutual manager of AFM and LMM acting as a financial services and claims provider and
membership administrator. LMM will make offers of Membership and Protection to eligible crop
growers who wish to participate and become a Member.
AFM Board must abide by the Constitution of AFM and it sets out the objectives of AFM, its powers
as a company limited by guarantee, the rules governing its operations, the eligibility criteria
of Members, the election of Directors and the conduct of Members’ and Directors’ meetings.
It also contains the power to exercise discretion in response to a Member’s claim for Protection
should a protected peril cause loss or damage for the Member of the type described in the
Protection Wording (see Part 2 of this PDS for full details of the terms of Protection).
Each Member of AFM is entitled to appoint a representative to vote at a general meeting of the
Members of AFM. AFM offers its Members the opportunity to access discretionary protection
provided by the Mutual by paying a Protection Fee to the Mutual for that Protection.
Members can be appointed as Directors of the Board allowing them to participate in the
decision-making process. This occurs via a sub-committee process which allows each relevant
region of growers to appoint a chair who will represent their interests on the AFM Board
as a Director. The current regions are Western Australia, South Australia, Victoria, South NSW,
NSW Central, North NSW and Queensland.  
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SECTION 2 – MEMBERSHIP
2.1 What are the benefits of Membership?
Members of AFM have the right to have a claim considered by AFM Board and AFM Board will
consider a Member’s claim for Protection in accordance with the guidelines used to assess a
claim.  AFM will always be the party paying your accepted claim. The Protection Wording (in Part
2 of this PDS) provides details of the benefits offered by Farm Income Protection.
The AFM Board sets guidelines to ensure they operate fairly and consistently and in the interests
of the Members. AFM Board also considers the terms of this Product Disclosure Statement when
determining claims for Protection.
Members’ rights are contained in the Constitution. It describes AFM Board’s powers when
considering claims made by Members who have acquired Protection from AFM. A copy of
AFM’s Constitution is available at: www.afm.org.au

2.2 Who can join AFM?
AFM Board ultimately decides who to admit to Membership and whether or not to accept a
Member’s request for application. Membership is available to Australian crop growers and
farmers upon application – individuals, partnerships, companies who own a business in primary
agricultural production. Membership enquiries can be directed to LMM using the contact details
at the front of this PDS.
Initial membership fees are $500 for growers protecting 1000 hectares or less, $1000 protecting
1000 to 3000 hectares, and $2000 for protecting more than 3000 hectares.
Subsequent annual membership fees will be $100 for growers protecting 1000 hectares or less,
$200 protecting 1000 to 3000 hectares, and $300 for protecting more than 3000 hectares.

www.afm.org.au
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SECTION 3 – PROTECTION
3.1 Why does the Board have discretion to approve claims?
AFM refers to the benefits it offers as ‘Protection’ to highlight the fact that it is offering an alternative
to insurance. Protection offered by AFM is ‘discretionary protection’. Discretionary protection is a
legitimate way in which a group of growers can manage their financial risk and the consequence
of certain events occurring that can impact their farm.
To qualify as discretionary protection, it is important for the Board to have the absolute
discretion to accept or reject a Member’s claim. Otherwise there is a risk that the product would
be considered an insurance product, and AFM would be required to be authorised under the
Insurance Act 1973 to conduct an insurance business.
By offering Protection that is discretionary, AFM is able to offer its Members a farm income
protection product without establishing an insurance company. Discretionary protection is a
financial product which is regulated by the Australian Securities & Investments Commission
(ASIC). ASIC supervises AMIR as the Australian Financial Services Licence (AFSL) holder for the
financial product.
The Australian Prudential Regulatory Authority (APRA) regulates insurance companies, but
not discretionary mutuals such as AFM, so AFM is not subject to the prudential standards set
by APRA or the provisions of the Insurance Act 1973 and the Protection is not subject to the
Insurance Contracts Act 1984.
Insurance is different to discretionary protection because an insurer must indemnify a policyholder
if the claim comes within the policy terms and conditions. Discretionary protection involves the
Board deciding whether to exercise its discretion to pay a claim based on its understanding of
the Member’s claim. Members are assured that the Board’s discretion will be exercised fairly
and consistently, and with all due consideration to the merits and circumstances of each claim
and the Protection Terms and Conditions.
Members are represented on the Board by appointing the chair of their Region sub-committee
and this person can influence the direction of the Board by participating in Board meetings.
The Board sets guidelines to ensure that they exercise discretion in the interests of the Members
and they will consider whether your claim falls within the Protection Terms and Conditions
contained in Part 2 when deciding whether you qualify for the payment of your claim.
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3.2 Significant risks
Protection is a financial product and you should be aware of the following:
•

The Protection is not an insurance product.

AFM provides discretionary Protection which is a ‘miscellaneous financial risk product’.
This means that there is no automatic right of indemnity under the Protection terms. Instead
there is an automatic right to have a claim considered and the Member may ask the Board
to exercise their discretion to indemnify them for the loss. The payment of all claims is at the
discretion of the Board.
•

Whether there is adequate funding of AFM

If a large number of claims are made in any one year that exceeds the amount of Protection Fees
that AFM has set aside to pay claims, the Board’s discretion is to pay claims on a proportional
basis, ensuring that all Members with claims in that year are treated fairly
AFM regularly takes professional advice as to the adequacy of the Protection Fees to meet
likely claims liabilities for all members of the Mutual. In addition, if such protection is available
in the insurance and reinsurance market, AFM may purchase excess of loss or stop loss
(re)insurance to meet claims that exceed AFM’s self-retention limit. When the (re)insurance
program is structured in this way, AFM will be fully funded for its claims liabilities so that
Members are fully protected.
In Protection Years where (re)insurance cannot be purchased and AFM’s self-retention limit
is exceeded, the AFM Board may exercise its discretion to pay claims on a proportional basis
depending the total amount of Protection Fees collected from its members and the number
and size of claims. See section 4.3 for more details.
•

A Member could lose their entitlements if they are expelled by AFM Board.

Because AFM is a mutual for the benefit of all Members it reserves the right to expel Members
and deny them access to Protection in circumstances which are in the best interests of the
Members as a whole or where a Member breaches the rules of Membership.

www.afm.org.au
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SECTION 4 - FINANCIAL INFORMATION
4.1 What does the Protection cost?
Protection Fees are the amount you pay to AFM for each protection period whilst your farm
requires Protection.
Because AFM is a not for profit entity, there is no ‘profit factor’ built into the calculation of your
Protection Fees.
LMM calculates the Protection Fee based on key risk factors which are relevant to your farm and
your protected crops. More details about the factors they take into account when pricing your
Protection Fee are in Part 2 of this document.  

4.2 Are there any tax implications?
GST is payable on Protection Fees. There is no stamp duty or other taxes payable on Protection
Fees.
AFM does not provide any advice on the individual tax treatment for Members of having
Membership and the Protection or the treatment of any claims that are paid to Members.
Members should seek their own advice as to the tax deductibility of the Protection Fee.

4.3 Paying Claims on a Proportional basis
AFM operates a self-funded proportional discretionary mutual model. AFM uses the annual
Protection Fees it collects from AFM Members and any retained surplus to fund the payment of
the claims for Protection.
If there is an extreme weather event or an increased number of claims in a catastrophic year and
this impacts on the number and size of claims in a Protection Year, the AFM Board reserves the
right to exercise its discretion to reduce the amount paid in claims proportionally to ensure that
that all affected Members are paid a proportion of their claim. Decisions about a proportional
reduction to claims payments will be made by the Board (including the Directors appointed by
grower representatives, who are appointed by members in each Region).
As an example, if at the end of a catastrophic Protection Year, AFM collected $10m from all
Members and $15m in claims was suffered, AFM cannot pay every Member’s claim 100 cents
in the $1.00. In such cases, the Board would consider a proportional treatment for the payment
of all claims, for example paying each Member with a claim 55 cents for each $1.00 of a loss
suffered by a Member. The AFM Board reserves the right to decide the payment methodology
in the course of exercising its discretion to pay claims.
AFM is not an insurance company and is not required to maintain the same financial solvency
levels that an insurance company does. Nor is it regulated under the Insurance Act 1973 (Cth).
It is not financially supervised by APRA.
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4.4 What happens to any surplus?
At the end of a Protection Year, there may be a ‘surplus’ of funds held by AFM – this is the amount
that AFM retains and has not been paid out in claims to Members in that Protection Year.
AFM may in its discretion apply a surplus from a previous Protection Year to assist claim
payments in future years as well as offer other benefits (e.g. guarantee Members’ bank bonding
arrangements), reduce Protection Fees for Members, provide increased protection to Members,
or for any other use approved by the Board on the grounds that it is considered beneficial to the
Membership base (e.g. the development of risk management programs).
Unlike other public companies, Members are not entitled to receive surplus funds on voluntary
winding up or after the closure of the Protection Year in order to preserve the tax treatment.
If AFM is wound up, AFM could use a surplus for the purposes of its objects including in any
successor mutual or risk vehicle, to offer other products and services that benefit the Members
or by transferring it to other non-profit organisations which provide benefits to the Members.

4.5	Estimating future payments
On the advice of its professional consultants, AFM will calculate the total amount of
Protection Fees reasonably required to ensure that it will have appropriate financial resources
to discharge future liabilities and make future payments to Members with Protection, based on
a mathematical model and independent actuarial advice.
Each year, AFM will model its future claims liabilities to Members. AFM will manage these future
liabilities and payments through its risk assessment process and reserves the right to global
(re)insurance markets if deemed appropriate by the Board.

www.afm.org.au
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SECTION 5 – CLAIMS
5.1 How to claim
AFM is owned by its Members. It exists to help you. Claim notifications may be lodged in writing,
electronically, or by telephone. Refer to the Protection Wording for more details. LMM can be
contacted at the address and telephone numbers set out in this PDS. LMM can provide expert
advice and assistance in the event of a loss and you can refer to the LMM website for more
details.

5.2 When you make a claim
As a Member of AFM, you will have an automatic right to have your claim for Protection
considered by the Board of AFM.
Latevo and LMM will support AFM to manage claims and may make recommendations
to the Board on whether or not to accept a claim and the amount to be paid. At its discretion,
AFM may elect to take over the management or defence of any claim or recovery action.
The Board’s discretion to refuse or reduce a claim is absolute. The Board has the power to pay
claims that do not fall within the terms and conditions in Part 2 of this PDS. If the Board exercises
its discretion not to pay the claim, or to pay only part of the claim, we shall advise you promptly.
A Member’s claim need to be fully processed by January 31st. Once all Member’s claims for
the relevant Protection Year have been assessed, the Board will exercise its discretion to
allocate whether payments are to be made in full or on a proportional basis.
All claim payments will be made by AFM in the last week of February in the Protection Year.
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SECTION 6 – CHANGES, CANCELLATIONS ETC,
6.1 Changes to your circumstances
You need to tell us if your circumstances change in such a way that may require changes to
your level or type of Protection, or that increase the risks that are relevant to your Protection.
In particular, you need to advise us if any of the answers provided in the proposal form are no
longer correct. More details can be found in Part 2 of this PDS on page 21.
Changes required to your Protection that occur during the Protection Period can be made at the
discretion of the Board. If necessary, the Mutual will issue you with a new Protection Schedule or
it may endorse your existing Protection Schedule with the new details. LMM will also determine
if any additional Protection Fee must be paid by you.

6.2 Cancelling your Membership and Protection
You may cancel your Membership and Protection at any time by giving LMM 30 days’ notice.
If you decide to cancel your Membership or Protection(s) during the Protection Period,
and you have already paid the Protection Fee for the current year a refund of the Protection Fee
will apply in accordance with the process described in Part 2 of this PDS on page 31.

6.3	Disputes
The Board sets guidelines to ensure they exercise discretion fairly and consistently and in the
interests of all Members when considering the merits of a Claim. The Board also considers the
terms of this PDS when determining claims for Protection.
If you wish to dispute the decision about a claim made by AFM, you are welcome to make a
written submission to AFM and to ask the Board to reconsider their decision. The Board will give
full consideration to your submission when deciding the final outcome. However you must do
this within 60 days of the date that you were notified that the claim would not be paid. Send your
submission and request for reconsideration to LMM.
If you have a complaint about any of the services provided by LMM or any other person engaged
by AFM, please contact the AFS Licence Holder.
If you are still not satisfied, you can make a complaint to the Australian Financial Complaints
Authority (AFCA). You can contact AFCA on 1300 780 808 or obtain additional information and
contact details at www.afca.org.au.

6.4 Privacy
AFM, Latevo and LMM is committed to protecting the privacy of your personal information in
accordance with the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) and the Australian Privacy Principles.
AFM, Latevo and LMM require personal information from you to assess your application for
Membership and Protection. If you don’t provide the information we may not be able to accept
your application or offer Protection to you.

www.afm.org.au
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To provide Membership and Protection and to obtain insurance for AFM, we may need
to disclose your personal information to other people. These people will include claims personnel,
insurers and reinsurers, claims adjusters and assessors, lawyers and other people involved
in providing Protection to you and handling claims.
From time to time, AFM, Latevo and LMM may use your information to send you details about
our products and services. We always give you the option of electing not to receive these
communications.
You can request access to the personal information we hold about you at any time and
if the information is incomplete, inaccurate, misleading, out of date or irrelevant we will
correct that information. In some limited cases, we may need to refuse access or refuse
a request for correction.
For more information about this, see the Privacy Policy at www.afm.org.au.
If you wish to request access to your personal information or you have complaints about
how your personal information has been handled, contact LMM.

14

PART 2:
FARM INCOME PROTECTION WORDING
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PROTECTION WORDING
1.

Defined terms

Some key words and terms used in this document have a special meaning and appear in
bold text, otherwise they have their ordinary meaning. Wherever the following words or terms
are used in this document, they mean what is set out below:
Word or Term

Meaning

Accidental Fire

a fire lit by accident (including by lightning strike) and not a fire
which is intentionally lit.

Accidental Herbicide
Application

when You accidently apply a different herbicide than what has
been recommended to You by Your consultant or agronomist in
writing, to a Protected Crop that creates crop injury.

Accrual Financial Statements Your profit and loss statement, and where required Your
balance sheet and other information, for each financial year
prepared on the basis that the accounting records revenue
when it is earned and expenses when they are incurred and
not on a cash basis where revenue is recorded when received
and expenses when paid.
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Act of Terrorism

an act, including but not limited to the use or threat of force or
violence by any person(s) or group(s) of persons, whether acting
alone or on behalf of or in connection with any organisation(s)
or government(s), which from its nature or context is committed
for, or in connection with political, religious, ideological, ethnic or
similar purposes or reasons, including the intention to influence
any government and/or to put the public, or any section of the
public, in fear.

Adjusted Growing Seasonal
Rainfall or AGSR

the Latevo calculation that adjusts summer rainfall to growing
season rainfall and can be found in Latevo Crop Monitor.

Category

the category of coverage that You are offered or bound to as
stated in your Protection Schedule.

Chemical Overspray

damage by chemicals that have been ground sprayed on
property other than the Protected Crop Area and which is
located within one (1) kilometre of the damaged Protected
Crops excluding spraying performed by You, on Your behalf or
by a Share Farmer.

Word or Term

Meaning

Drought

a condition of rainfall and moisture deficit where the Protected
Crop Area receives total rainfall during the Protection Period
in the lowest 30% of the average of historical totals for the
Protected Crop Area for the previous 30 years and sufficient to
have an adverse effect on the function and development of the
Protected Crop.

EVI Value

the value of an Enhanced Vegetation Index, being the index
that measures the vegetative growth in a paddock. The value is
measured every day and is recorded in LCM.

Flood

the inundation or covering of normally dry land by water, that
has escaped, or been released from the normal confines of:
• any lake, or any river, creek or other natural watercourse,
whether or not altered or modified; or
•

any reservoir, canal, or dam.

Frost

a condition in which low temperatures affecting the Protected
Crop Area immediately preceding the date on which crop loss
or damage is reported fall to below two degrees centigrade
for a duration of more than two hours and are sufficient to have
an adverse effect on the function and development of the
Protected Crop.

Genetically Engineered
or Genetically Modified
Substance or Organism

a living plant, animal or microbe that has been altered by the
addition or modification of a gene through the process of
genetic engineering and contains genes or portions of genes
from unrelated organisms.

Germination and
Establishment

when the crop has completely emerged from the soil and
has grown to a sufficient size such that it can be deemed as
established. This determination is either performed by LCM or
by a field inspection.

Good Farm Management

to employ best farming practices, including planting within
recognised planting windows, maintaining ongoing weed
controls, the application of fertilizer and water for the growing,
protection, harvesting, storage, transit and preservation of the
crop(s) both before and after any loss.

Grain Hedging Losses

when the forward hedged price is lower than the harvest price.
A grain marketing plan must be submitted and approved by
AFM for this nominated peril to be valid.

www.afm.org.au
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Word or Term

Meaning

Grain Price

the grain price determined at local silo, which if calculation
is required is the nearest port minus GTA freight rate of the
cheapest rail line.

Grain Price (Port Basis)

the grain price determined at the nearest port to the location
of Your farm.

Hailstone

precipitation in the form of pellets of ice.

Hay

any plant material from wheat, barley, oats, or triticale, that is
specifically grown, cut, raked, or baled for hay production.

Heat Stress

a condition of abnormally high temperature where the
temperatures affecting the Protected Crop Area immediately
preceding the date on which crop loss or damage is reported
and lasting for the duration of not more than seven (7) days.

Insect or Pest Manifestation

damage by pests, insects and animals to a Protected Crop
during the Protection Period.

Latevo Crop Monitor or LCM

the online program that provides satellite measurements of
Your crop as well as the rainfall that occurs on Your farm.

Latevo Crop Rating or LCR

the calculation upon which an upgrade to Your Category will
be primarily based upon. This factors in rainfall, grain price and
crop biomass. This value can be found in LCM.

Latevo Maps

Latevo Maps is Latevo’s online google platform where Members
draw the location of their paddocks. Each paddock will be given
a paddock ID and a GPS centrepoint will be assigned

AFM or the Mutual

Aussie Farmers Mutual Limited (ACN: 632 567 090).

Limit of Protection

the level of cover You have for loss or damage to Protected
Crop designated as Category 1, 2 or 3 and as stated in Your
Protection Schedule.

Maximum Protected Value

the value per tonne nominated by You, agreed by Us and
specified in the Protection Schedule.

Maximum Protected Value
per Hectare

the amount per hectare chosen by You for which We have
received the Protection Fee, as stated in the Protection
Schedule.

Member

the person or entity named in the Protection Schedule.

Net Crop Revenue per
Hectare

the value of Protected Crop produced per hectare during the
Protection Period. The value of inventory will be based on the
market price as at 1st June most recently preceding the date of
claim and includes all crop payments, increase or decrease in
inventory due, physical or derivative grain marketing tools and
internal crop transferred to Seed. (Grain Prices are defined as
delivered to the local silo.)

Word or Term

Meaning

Plant Disease

sudden and unforeseen damage by plant disease to a Protected
Crop during the Protection Period.

Pollutants

any solid, liquid, biological, radiological, gaseous or thermal
irritant or contaminant whether occurring naturally or otherwise,
including asbestos, smoke, vapour, soot, fibres, mould, spores,
fungus, germs, fumes, acids, alkalis, nuclear or radioactive
material of any sort, chemicals or waste which includes, but
is not limited to, material to be recycled, reconditioned or
reclaimed.

Potential Yield

the average harvestable yield which the Protected Crop would
have produced during the Protection Period by normal growth
process, if the Protected Peril had not occurred. In the case
of crops other than Hay, this is determined by calculating the
percentage of Seed from the Protected Crop Area and/or use
of the actual harvest from a similar non damaged control field
area or a combination of both.

Protected Crop

the relevant crop(s) specified in the Protection Schedule in
the Protected Crop Area, which must be one or more of the
following crop types: wheat, barley, canola, lupins, chickpeas,
lentils, faba beans, field peas, vetch, linseed, triticale, oats,
Hay and rye.

Protected Crop Area

the geographical areas and limits specified in the Protection
Schedule, in which You have successfully planted a Protected
Crop using reasonable farming practices and using generally
accepted seeding dates.

Protected Net Crop Revenue the eligible amount of protection per hectare which will be
Per Hectare
used to form the basis of payment for losses specified in the
Protection Schedule.
Protected Perils

one or more of the following events: Drought, Water Stress,
Flood, Hailstones, wind, Frost, lightning, excessive rain, Heat
Stress, snow, hurricane, cyclone, tornado, wildlife, wandering
livestock, Residual Herbicides, Grain Hedging Losses,
Accidental Fire, bushfire, Chemical Overspray, Accidental
Herbicide Application, Weed Infestation or Insect or Pest
Manifestation or Plant Disease out of reasonable control.

Protection Fee

the amount stated in the Protection Schedule.

www.afm.org.au
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Word or Term

Meaning

Protection Period

the period in the crop year We cover You for reduction in Net
Crop Revenue Per Hectare for the Protected Crop, starting from
the date of seeding until the earlier of:
•

the date the crop is threshed; or

•

the day that the crop is put to another use,

being the period stated in the Protection Schedule.
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Protection

the discretionary protection provided by AFM described
in clause 2 of this document and the Product Disclosure
Statement.

Protection Schedule

the schedule of protection including any renewal or
endorsement schedules and documents issued by AFM in
relation to Your Protection.

Representative

a person appointed to represent a corporate or partnership
Member.

Residual Herbicide

when a herbicide with residual traits persists longer than the
recommended label restrictions or a non herbicide tolerant
crop has been planted and crop injury occurs.

Seed

the seed that is grown for dry seed production from the
Protected Crop.

Share Farmer

person that You allow to farm or harvest crop on Your land
or land in which You have an interest.

Water Stress

prolonged excess or limited rainfall where the levels of rainfall
over a period of six to eight weeks affecting the Protected Crop
Area during the Protection Period (from the commencement
of the Protection Period or the sowing date whatever the
latest, to harvest) are sufficient to have an adverse effect
on the function and development of the Protected Crop.

Weed Infestation

sudden and unforeseen damage by weeds to a Protected Crop
during the Protection Period.

We, Us, Our

Latevo Mutual Management Pty Ltd (ACN: 632 729 376)
acting on behalf of the issuer, Aussie Farmers Mutual Limited
(ACN: 632 567 090).

You

the Member.

2.	Scope of protection
Despite anything in this document, the Protection is subject to the rights and entitlements
contained in AFM’s Company Constitution and this document. A Member is entitled to have any
claims considered by the Board of directors of AFM if the Member holds a Protection Schedule
for the relevant Protection Period when a claim is made.
Payment of claims is always at the sole and absolute discretion of the Board of AFM and subject
to You having paid the relevant Protection Fee for the Protection Period.
The Board of AFM will consider Your claim for Protection in accordance with:
•

 he terms and conditions contained in the PDS including this Protection Wording and
T
Your Protection Schedule, any information You submitted when purchasing protection and
any other terms expressly agreed by Latevo Mutual Management Pty Ltd as forming part
of the benefits under the Protection either at inception or during the Protection Period; and

•

 our membership rights as a Member of AFM as stated in the Company Constitution of
Y
AFM and any guidelines, by-laws and subordinate regulations enacted by the Board of AFM
in accordance with its Company Constitution.

Any new or replacement Protection Schedule We may send You, detailing changes to Your
Protection or the Protection Period, will apply from the date of its issue, unless We state otherwise.

3.

Information submitted to AFM

When You apply to become a Member and submit information to Us requesting Protection,
You need to provide the information We require to determine whether to offer You Protection
through AFM and if so, on what terms. We may ask You to supply information to Our agent,
Agri-Analytics Pty Ltd ABN: 82 159 405 704.
We rely on the information supplied by You to determine the Protection AFM will provide.
If there is a change in the circumstances of the risk during the Protection Period We may cancel
the Protection. After You submit Your information to Us You must notify Us immediately if there
is a change in any circumstances of the risk and We will decide whether AFM can continue to
protect You and if so on what terms.
We may request further information from You at any time during the Protection Period.
You agree that when You give a Representative permission to submit information on Your behalf
that person is authorised to give and receive information on Your behalf in relation to all matters
arising under the Protection.
You must submit the following information to Us:
•

A minimum of five years of Accrual Financial Statements for the Member seeking Protection.

•

Declaration of historic yield performance for a minimum of five years.

•

 eclaration of Protected Crop stocks on hand to ensure accurate calculation of the most
D
recent production year. All related entities and operations must also be separated using
enterprise accounting.
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•

A farm management plan for the coming season which contains:
– Crop rotation per paddock;
– Fertiliser rates;

		

– Herbicide and fungicide applications strategies

•

Completion of land location on Latevo Maps.

•

The following information:

		

– Names, addresses and contact information for the main contact person and details of
any persons authorised by You to make representations on Your behalf;
– Land location of the applicant with all contact information;
– The total hectares which are planned to be seeded to each Protected Crop along
with land descriptions, in which You have an interest at the time of seeding;
– Total hectares of fallow or idle land;
– Total hectares seeded to crops that are not Protected Crop;
– Listing of any other insurance coverage on the Protected Crop Area;

		

– Declaration that there has been no damage to the crops prior to the application for
insurance coverage; and
– Any additional information We may reasonably require.

4.

What is protected

Protection
If We exercise discretion on behalf of AFM, We will protect You against loss directly resulting
from the reduction of Net Crop Revenue Per Hectare caused by destruction of or damage to
the Protected Crop as a direct result of a Protected Peril occurring during the Protection Period.
It is Your obligation to prove to Us that a loss was caused as a direct result of a Protected Peril
during the Protection Period and that there was loss of or damage to the Protected Crop and if
We exercise AFM’s discretion to pay the Claim.
You must observe and comply with the terms and conditions of this document at all times.
You are required to tend the Protected Crop during growth, harvesting, storage, or transit,
in a manner consistent with generally accepted farming practices and procedures. You must
take all reasonable steps to ensure the protection and preservation of the Protected Crop.
A Good Farm Management condition applies to all Members who hold Protection.
Limit of Protection
Your Limit of Protection is determined by reference to Your individual risk profile determined
by Us, the status of the season relative to the geographic location of the Protected Crop Area.
Your Protection will be limited to Category 1, 2, or 3 or part thereof.
In Protection Years, where the maximum Protection Fees collected from all Members of
AFM in total are less than the sum of the claims suffered by Members in that Protection Year
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(and there are no reserves or surpluses that can be applied), AFM may exercise its discretion
to pay all Members with claims on a proportional basis, subject to the terms of the Product
Disclosure Statement and the Constitution. In such circumstances, You may be paid less than
Your Limit of Protection.
Categories
You will be offered Category 1 initially.
Your progression to Category 2 or 3 will be at the determination of the season status as defined
by the Latevo Crop Rating or a field inspection if required, in addition to an assessment of Your
farm management.
The LCR is calculated by combining Your AGSR, Grain Price adjustment, and biomass adjustments
to create Your risk profile. This is expressed on a score out of 100. A score of 100 is deemed to be
Your average season.
The LCR is comprised of three parts:
The Adjusted Growing Season Rainfall (AGSR)
	This is the weighting of each month’s rainfall relative to its importance in grain production
system. The calculation is based on the history of rainfall on Your farm since 2000, and is then
compared to the current season
Grain Price (Port Basis)
Less than $200 - Minus 25
Above $300 - Bonus 25
Above $400 - Bonus 50
Crop biomass adjustments
Less than average - Minus 25
Above - Bonus 25
Establishment Sub Limit
You must be able to demonstrate that Your Protected Crops have reached satisfactory
Germination and Establishment prior to July 25th.
In the event that Germination and Establishment has not been or cannot be shown to have
taken place to a satisfactory extent, We will not provide Protection above $180/ha. In any event,
if Latevo Crop Monitor does not report an EVI Value of 0.14 or greater for all Protected Crops
which are wheat paddocks, Protection will be limited to $180/ha.
In the event that Your Protected Crop has established but the EVI Value reported by LCM is less
than 0.14, You may request an individual field inspection at Your cost which We will reconsider at
Our absolute discretion.
To upgrade Protection
To be considered for an upgrade from Category 1 to Category 2, Your LCR must be above
a score of 80.
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To be considered for an upgrade from Category 2 to Category 3 the season’s status must
forecast above average earnings. This may arise from either above average yields with average
prices or above average prices with average yields. The LCR must also be in excess of 150
and no more than 250.
In the event that Your property does not meet the above conditions for any upgrade as
determined by Latevo Crop Monitor assessment, an individual field inspection can be
requested by You at Your cost at the appointment of AFM.
Qualification for any increased Limit of Protection will be determined by the growing
seasonal conditions and other factors determined by Us, and We may require additional
information from You in order to be able to consider an upgrade to Your Limit of Protection.
Any change to Your Limit of Protection must occur by the nominated review dates set out
in clause 4.5.
Analysis of Your farming management techniques will be taken into consideration when
determining the level of coverage offered.
We will only offer an upgrade in Your Limit of Protection where We determine growing
conditions are deemed suitable.
Each grower will be able to view their current status and how their season is tracking
in relation to an upgrade and the nominated review dates on their Latevo Crop Monitor profile,
or request via email from Latevo Mutual Management at info@afm.org.au.
Early entry to Category 2
Early entry to Category 2 is available when the seasonal conditions of the Protected Crop
are very favourable, being when a decile 3 rainfall season is applied from the commencement
of Your Protection until 25th July and the result is that Your AGSR is greater than minus 20.
Review Dates
Due to the variable nature of the Australian climate and wide variance of potential farm returns,
We provide scheduled review dates to allow You to adjust Your Protection to correctly reflect
the season.
Post Seeding Review:

On or before the 25th July

Final Review:		

On or before the 30th August

Prior to each review, You must notify Us of Your desire to upgrade Your Protection in writing
prior to the review date. We reserve the right to maintain the Limit of Protection We offer
You at any review date for whatever reason. At no stage can We reduce the Limit of Protection
once You have confirmed Your acceptance.
Protected Crop Area
You will nominate the area You plan to plant to Us upon the completion of seeding.
You will confirm to Us the area actually planted using Your Latevo Maps platform.
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In the event You have increased the actual area planted We will increase Your Protection
Fee pro-rata as to area to reflect the increase. No coverage increase will be provided by Us
for any increased planted area unless We deem that the increased area has not been planted
in accordance with the Good Farm Management condition or until the Protection Fee due
for this increased area has been received in full by Us.
In the event You have reduced the actual area planted We will reduce Your Protection Fee
at pro-rata as to area and refund the difference accordingly, unless there has been a loss
notification.
Basis of Settlement
Where there is a loss of Net Crop Revenue per Hectare due to a reduction in its value as a direct
result of a Protected Peril occurring during the Protection Period the amount payable to You will
be the lesser of:
•

t he difference between the Protected Net Crop Revenue per Hectare and the Net Crop
Revenue per Hectare during the Protection Period; and

•

the Maximum Protected Value Per Hectare.

Our maximum total liability for any one and all claims in the aggregate will never exceed the
Limit of Protection.
Calculation of Protection Fee
The Protection Fee We charge You is based on a number of factors including:
•

 our risk profile and the ratings We apply to Your profile (for example, Your financial history,
Y
where the property is situated, the type of crops being insured, the cover and limits required,
other persons being insured and Your insurance history); and

•

Our obligation to pay relevant government taxes and charges.

You will be advised of the Protection Fee payable, when the Protection Fee will need to
be paid and how it can be paid. This amount will be set out in the Protection Schedule,
which will be sent to You after You enter into the Protection. If You fail to pay the Protection Fee
We will cancel the Protection.
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5.

What is not protected

Certain events are excluded
We will not exercise Our discretion for any claims for loss, damage or liability directly or indirectly
caused by, contributed to, arising from or aggravated by:
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•

 ar - any war, invasion, acts of foreign enemies, hostilities, rebellion or warlike operations
W
(whether war be declared or not), civil war, insurrection, uprising, strike, military or usurped
power.

•

 errorism - any Act of Terrorism or action taken to control, prevent or suppress, or attempt to
T
control, prevent or suppress, any Act of Terrorism.

•

 ollutants - the actual, alleged or threatened presence, discharge, dispersal, release,
P
migration or escape of Pollutants or any direction, request or effort to test for, monitor, clean
up, remove, contain, treat, detoxify, or neutralise Pollutants or respond to or assess the effects
of Pollutants.

•

 iability assumed under agreements - any liability assumed under an agreement except for
L
any liability which would have been implied by law in the absence of such agreement.

•

Breach of agreements - loss or damage arising from a breach of any agreement.

•

 are and maintenance - damage and loss caused by any failure to take reasonable care and
C
carry out maintenance.

•

 ines and penalties - fines, penalties, civil penalty orders, punitive, exemplary or aggravated
F
damages and loss due to breach of contract for late or non-completion of orders, and any
service level credits or payments that must be paid by You consequent to late delivery or
non-fulfilment of orders or any failure to meet performance levels specified in an agreement.

•

Consequential loss - any form of consequential loss.

•

 elay in claim payment - any losses arising out of or in consequence of a delay in claim
D
payment.

•

 eliberate acts - destruction, loss, or damage caused by deliberate, wilful or intentional
D
acts carried out by You, any Share Farmer or by any person under Your direction or control
except where any such deliberate act is to avoid or reduce physical damage to the Protected
Crop Area that would otherwise occur.

•

 xpropriation - the lawful seizure, resumption, confiscation, nationalisation, requisition
E
destruction or damage to property by or under the order of any government, public or local
authority.

•

 radual Deterioration - gradual deterioration of the Protected Crop including but not limited
G
to damage or deterioration caused by mould, germinated or sprouted crops.

•

Incorrect agronomic advice - loss or damage to the Protected Crop caused by incorrect
agronomic advice from Your consultant or agronomist.

•

 rops in storage or transit - loss or damage to the Protected Crop that occurs in storage
C
or transit.

•

 rop price - any movement in value or price of the Protected Crop that in the absence
C
of the occurrence of a Protected Peril results in reduced revenue.

•

 uclear - the use, existence or escape of nuclear weapons material, or ionising radiation
N
from, or contamination by radioactivity from any nuclear fuel or nuclear waste, resulting
from the combustion of nuclear fuel, including any self-sustaining process of nuclear fission
or fusion.

•

 nprotected or uninsured losses - any loss or damage not directly resulting from
U
a Protected Peril.

•

 ost harvest perils - any loss or damage occurring after harvest, unless caused by fluctuation
P
of market prices of the Protected Crop that results from loss or damage caused by a Protected
Peril prior to harvest of the Protected Crop.

•

 icence cancellation - any loss due to the cancellation, suspension or lapsing of any licence,
L
lease or other contract or order.

•

 dministration costs - the cost of compiling books of account, abstracts, drawings, card index
A
systems or other records including film, tape, disc, drum, cell or other magnetic recording
or storage media for electronic data processing.

•

 nrealised income loss - any loss of potential income, including but not limited to interest
U
and dividends, not realised by You because of a loss protected by AFM.

•

 on-agreed change in usage - any crop or hectares that have been put to another use
N
without Our agreement in writing.

•

Theft - destruction, loss, or damage by theft.

•

Aerial spraying - destruction, loss, or damage directly or indirectly caused by aerial spraying.

•

 enetically Engineered or Genetically Modified Substance or Organism - destruction, loss,
G
or damage directly caused by contamination from a Genetically Engineered or Genetically
Modified Substance or Organism.

•

 anctions-affected persons or transactions - any benefit to the extent that payment of a
S
claim or provision of a benefit would expose Us or the insurers and reinsurers who provide
insurance and reinsurance to the Mutual to any sanction, prohibition or restriction under
United Nations resolutions or the trade or economic sanctions, laws or regulations of any
jurisdiction applicable to Us or to the insurers and reinsurers who provide insurance and
reinsurance to the Mutual.

Waiting Period - 72 Hour Natural Event
Protection is subject to a waiting period on each date when We issue a new Protection Schedule
due to changes to the Maximum Protected Value. This means that for any change to the
Maximum Protected Value, the change will not commence until 9:00am AEST on the third day
after We accept Your change.
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6.

Protection conditions

Sowing in Marginal Sowing Conditions
If it is deemed that soil conditions are marginal for crop establishment, You will be notified by Us
in writing.
If so notified, You must update Your Latevo Maps to identify which paddocks have been sown
and the date on which each was sown.
If notified and prior to continuing to sow, You must also seek written advice from Your agronomist
or consultant and submit this to Us in order for any additional paddocks to be included
in the Protected Crop Area. If We deem the advice is incorrect, an independent third party
will be appointed at Your expense to advise if planting should continue.
If approval is not achieved, We reserve the right to reduce the sown area under the Good Farm
Management condition.
Good Management Practice
Protection is provided to You on the understanding that You must take all reasonable steps
necessary to engage in Good Farm Management. If You breach this condition We will reduce
Our liability for any claim by the amount that fairly represents the extent to which AFM’s interests
were prejudiced as a result of Your failure.
Abandoned for Hay
In the event that You and Your agronomist or consultant deem that the best management
option is to abandon for Hay, We reserve the right to include 50% of the proceeds as part
of the winter crop income.
Summer Crop
In the event that You and Your advisor deem that the best management option is to plant
a summer crop We will not include any of the proceeds as part of the winter crop income.
Non-covered perils
In the event that there is more than one proximate cause of loss or damage, and one cause
is not a Protected Peril, any claim for loss or damage will be reduced by an amount that
fairly represents the extent to which the loss or damage was caused by something which
is not a Protected Peril.
Alteration of Risk
Where, during the Protection Period, You have reason to believe that Your Net Crop Revenue
per Hectare or the nominated hectares sown for the Protected Crop Area will be less than the
Protected Net Crop Revenue per Hectare or declared hectares, You must:
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•

Give Us written notice;

•

 eclare in the pre harvest assessment an estimate of all carry-over grain production of the
D
Protected Crop in Your possession;

•

 tore harvested production of crops which are not protected by the Mutual separate from
S
any other kind of production and in a manner so that identity of the crop is maintained; and

•

 otify Us as soon as reasonably practicable of any change in crop type from the management
N
plan submitted.

You must submit to Us in writing any requests for changes to hectares, locations, crops to be
protected or any other changes that will affect the Protection the Mutual provides. We will
issue a written acceptance of the requested changes. We may decline to accept the changes
You submit and until such time as they are accepted in writing by Us, all terms and conditions
of the Protection remain the same.

7.

How to make a claim

Claims notifications
As soon as You become aware of any Protected Peril occurring which may result in a loss under
the Protection You must, at Your own expense:
•

 dvise Us as soon as reasonably practicable of the date and time of loss, the cause of
A
loss, and the details of the Protected Crop that has been damaged, and provide Us with a
completed “Notice of Peril” form (available from Your broker);

•

In the event the peril event has cause damage to Your crops that You believe a result in
a claim You must provide Us with a completed “Notice of Loss” form (available from Your
broker);

•

 ake all reasonable action to recover property and minimise the claim with due diligence and
T
do and concur in doing and permit to be done all things which may be reasonably practicable
to minimise any loss of Net Crop Revenue per Hectare or to avoid or diminish the loss; and

•

 rovide all reasonable assistance that We may require, including written proof and statutory
P
declarations.

Notice of Loss
Where in any year the Net Crop Revenue per Hectare of the Protected Crop Area is less than the
Protected Net Crop Revenue per Hectare, You must, at Your own expense:
•

 dvise Us as soon as reasonably practicable, telling Us from which Protected Peril the loss
A
or damage occurred, and provide Us with a completed “Notice of Loss” form (available on
Our website); and

•

 ive Us all the information, proof and assistance We may require in relation to Your claim
G
including details of any other insurance or discretionary protection effected by You or on Your
behalf or under which You may claim.

To process a claim, a full individual assessment must have been completed. In the event that the
individual assessment has not been completed prior to the submission of the “Notice of Loss”
form a fee of $5,500 will apply and this will be deducted from the proceeds of any claim We pay.
Your claim will not progress until the individual assessment has been completed.
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To progress Your claim, We will require the following:
•

 our most recent tax returns and cash books to accompany Your pre-harvest declaration that
Y
has already been submitted to Us.

•

Immediate right of access and entry for Our accredited agents to survey and examine Your
property, and to make an estimate of the loss or damage, and, after You have secured
the property, a further right of access and entry sufficient to enable Us or Our agents
to make an appraisal or particular estimate of the loss or damage. We are not entitled
to the control or possession of the Protected Property, and without Our consent there
can be no abandonment by You of the Protected Property.

•

 nce all crops have been sold, You must submit to Us Recipient Credited Tax Invoices,
O
post-harvest declarations and a copy of Your bank account statements.

Claims settlements
If We exercise AFM’s discretion to pay a claim, We will pay You the Limit of the Protection stated
in the Protection Schedule or any lesser amount for which a claim or claims may reasonably
be settled. After We have paid You, We will no longer be liable for the claim(s) (or future conduct
of the claim(s)) except for costs and expenses incurred up until the time We agreed to pay.
When We calculate the amount We will pay You, We will have regard to the items below.
Where You are liable to pay an amount for GST in respect of an acquisition relevant to Your claim,
We will pay for the GST amount. We will pay the GST amount in addition to the Limit of Protection
or other limits specified in the Protection Schedule. If Your Limit of Protection is not sufficient
to cover Your loss, We will only pay the GST amount that relates to Our settlement of Your claim.
We may reduce or deny a claim under certain circumstances, including but not limited to:
•

 here You file a claim on a crop in connection with which You have not provided Us with
W
appropriate notice of an alteration of risk.

•

 here You have not sold Your Protected Crop by the 1st of June following the time of harvest
W
and have a claim, the amount paid to You in a claim will be calculated by reference to the
market price of the Protected Crop as at 1st June most recently preceding the date of claim.

•

 here You sell Your harvested Protected Crop below a reasonable market price, other than
W
on a forward contract, and You have a claim, We will settle Your claim based on the market
price at the time of sale of the Protected Crop.

Timing of Claim Processing and Payment
All claims must be processed by AFM by January 31st in each Protection Year. You must work
closely with AFM to supply all of the relevant information, data and records reasonably required
for the assessment of Your claim by that date.
AFM will review all claims within the relevant Protection Period and advise Members of the
extent of their payment (either proportionally or in full) after AFM has exercised its discretion
in relation to the claim and claims which have been agreed to be paid will be paid in the last
week of February of each Protection Period.
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8.

Cancellation

Cancellation rights
You can cancel Your Protection at any time by writing to Us. The Protection will end when
We acknowledge Your written request. We do not refund the Protection Fee.
We can cancel the Protection if You:
•

make a misleading statement to Us when You apply for Your Protection;

•

f ail to tell Us anything You should tell Us when You apply, and when You change Your
Protection;

•

f ail to comply with the terms and conditions in the Product Disclosure Statement
and this document;

•

fail to pay the Protection Fee on time; or

•

are not fair and open in Your dealings with Us.

We may also cancel this Protection in any of the circumstances permitted by law and if there
is a change in the circumstances of the risk during the Protection Period. If We cancel
this Protection, We will advise You in writing. We will give You notice of cancellation in person
or send it to Your address last known to Us.
Refund policy for cancellation
If this Protection is cancelled by Us:
•

 e will refund the excess of Protection Fee actually paid by You, calculated as the
W
percentage of the Protection Fee shown in the table below which is applicable to the date
on which the Protection was cancelled by You; and

•

 he refund shall accompany the notice unless the Protection Fee is subject to adjustment or
T
determination as to amount, in which case the refund shall be made as soon as practicable.

If this Protection is cancelled by You at any time during the Protection Period, as soon as
practicable after cancellation We will refund the percentage of the Protection Fee shown in the
table below which is applicable to the date on which the Protection was cancelled by You.
From 1 May – 31 May

60% of the Protection Fee

From 1 June – 7 June

50% of the Protection Fee

From 8 June – 15 June

40% of the Protection Fee

From 15 June – 22 June

30% of the Protection Fee

From 22 June – 30 June

20% of the Protection Fee

On and after 1 July

0% of the Protection Fee
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9.	Other important terms
Subrogation Rights
If We pay Your Protection claim, We are subrogated to all rights of recovery You have in respect
of the loss whether or not payment has in fact been made and whether or not You have
been fully compensated for Your actual loss. We shall be entitled to pursue and enforce
such rights in Your name, and You must provide Us with all reasonable assistance and
co-operation in doing so, including the execution of any necessary instruments and papers.
We have the right to recover from any person from whom You may be able to claim any loss
You suffered which is paid by Us. If You have a right to claim against someone for a claim
You made on the Protection, You give Us Your rights to make that claim. You also give Us Your
rights to conduct, defend, or settle any legal action, and to act in Your name.
We will have full discretion in the conduct, settlement or defence of any claim in Your name.
Once a claim for Protection is paid, You give to Us all rights in respect of recoveries against
third parties, and We will apply the proceeds of any recovery first to reimburse actual
costs incurred by Us pursuing recoveries and then in reimbursement of all payments made
by Us until they are fully reimbursed up to the amounts paid. Then We will pay any surplus
to You up to the total loss which is not covered by Your Protection. Where interest is recovered
in any recovery the interest will belong to Us.
Misstatement of Inventory or production
If You misstate, or the Accrual Financial Statements are incorrect in their statement of production
or inventory We will adjust production, inventory or other yield calculations at Our discretion.
This may also affect current or future Protected Net Crop Revenue Per Hectare. All payments,
whether finalised or not, can be adjusted and You agree to payment of any additional premium
amounts We determine are payable based on the correct production, inventory and yield figures.
Right of entry
Our representatives shall be permitted reasonable access during the Protection Period to
inspect and examine the Protected Crop and Your operating records. If during inspection by
Us of any Protected Crop any new facts of a nature likely to increase the risk are observed You
must at Our request restore the risk to normal within an agreed time. If You fail to do so
We reserve the right to exercise Our discretion not pay a claim or to may cancel the Protection.
Interests of other parties
The interest of only those lessors, financiers, trustees, mortgagees, owners and all other parties
having a legal interest or charge over the Protected Property and who are specifically noted
in Your Protection Schedule, are recognised by AFM. The nature and extent of such interest
must to be disclosed to Us in the event of damage. Any other people or entities not named on
the Protection Schedule and which are not Members are not covered and cannot make a claim.
Where the Protection covers the interest of more than one party, any act omission of an
individual party will not prejudice the rights of the remaining parties except for:
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•

wilful and deliberate acts; and

•

 rovided the remaining parties must, immediately on becoming aware of any act
p
or omission that increases the risk of loss or damage, give notice in writing to Us.

Terms of payment
Protection Fees (including GST) are due and payable within 14 days of the commencement
of the Protection Period. If You fail to pay these amounts when they are due We will
immediately exercise Our rights to cancel the Protection.
Governing Law
This document is governed by the laws of New South Wales. The parties submit to the
non-exclusive jurisdiction of courts exercising jurisdiction there.
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PART 3:
FINANCIAL SERVICES GUIDE
Introduction
This Financial Services Guide (FSG) describes the services that Latevo Mutual Management
Pty Ltd ACN 632 729 376, AR no. 1275151 (We, Us, Our) provides and explains Our relationship
with Aussie Farmers Mutual Limited ACN 632 567 090 (Mutual). The FSG also explains the
relationship We have with Our Australian financial services licence holder, Asia Mideast Insurance
and Reinsurance Pty Ltd ACN 079 924 851, AFSL No. 239926 (AMIR).
This FSG also describes how We are remunerated for Our services, Our professional indemnity
insurance arrangements, and how We handle any complaints you may have.
Farm Income Protection is a discretionary protection product provided by the Mutual.
The Mutual offers Farm Income Protection to members who engage in primary agricultural
production, including protection for multi-peril crop risks.
The protection offered by the Mutual is explained in the Product Disclosure Statement
including the benefits, limitations, significant risks and other terms and conditions. Reading it
will help you to decide whether become a member of the Mutual and to purchase the
discretionary protection it offers and whether the discretionary protection will suit your needs,
objectives and financial position.

Our financial services
We provide the financial services to you when We offer you membership of the Mutual
and when We accept an application for protection from you. When We offer you discretionary
protection, We are doing so on behalf of the Mutual and We have the authority to make offers
of and issue a discretionary protection product on their behalf. We also handle claims under a
delegated claims handling authority given by the Mutual.
We may also advise you about the discretionary protection offered by the Mutual. We can only
provide this advice in general terms and cannot advise about your individual situation.
When providing these financial services, We are acting as an authorised representative of AMIR
under its Australian financial services licence which allows us to provide general advice on and
deal in discretionary protection products (as miscellaneous financial risk products limited to
business risk products).

Remuneration
We will be paid a fee for the services We provide to the Mutual. This remuneration fee will
be calculated depending on a number of factors, including the number of Members that are
serviced by Us, claims handled by Us, and other services delivered by and on behalf of the
Mutual by Us in each year.
AMIR earns an annual fee for granting the financial services authorisation to Us.
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Important Relationships
Latevo Pty Ltd ACN 611 143 607 is a related company to Latevo Mutual Management Pty Ltd
and it has been appointed to act as a professional management and claims service provider
to the Mutual. Latevo earns a fee for the services it provides to the Mutual.
Latevo licenses its Latevo Crop Monitor and Latevo App to the Mutual for use in collecting
the data from members to assist Us to assess risk and calculate protection fees and to administer
the protection products it issues to Members. Other systems, technology and equipment may
be supplied by Latevo from time to time to assist the Mutual to provide the discretionary
protection and related services to its Members.
Latevo Pty Ltd has three directors appointed to the Board of the Mutual to provide professional
management oversight. Latevo may engage the services of professional insurance reinsurance
brokers and agents to place insurance and reinsurance protection for the Mutual and this
may include Latevo Underwriting Agency Pty Ltd.

Our professional indemnity insurance
We have professional indemnity insurance in place which covers Us for any errors or mistakes
relating to Our services. This insurance meets the requirements of the Corporations Act and
covers the services provided by Us and after We cease to provide financial services, provided
We notify the insurer of the claim when it arises and this is done within the relevant policy period.

What to do if you have a complaint
If you have a complaint about the financial services We have provided, please contact Us in the
first instance.
We will acknowledge receipt of your complaint within 24 hours and provide a response in writing
within 15 business days. AMIR will also facilitate resolution of your complaint as the authorising
licensee.
After this, if the complaint can’t be resolved to your satisfaction, You may have the right to
refer the matter to the Australian Financial Complaints Authority (AFCA). Membership of AFCA
is held by AMIR. AFCA can be contacted on 1800 931 678 or You can write to them at:
AFCA
GPO Box 3 Melbourne VIC 3001
Email: info@afca.org.au
Further details are available on their website at www.afca.org.au

More Information
If you would like more information, please contact Us by phone, in writing by letter or email as
set out in the contact details above.
This FSG was prepared in February 2021.
This FSG has been authorised for distribution by Asia Mideast Insurance and Reinsurance
Pty Ltd, ACN 079 924 851, AFS Licence no. 239926.

www.afm.org.au
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Aussie Farmers Mutual Limited
ACN: 632 567 090

Tel: 02 6964 7111 Fax: 02 5301 6160 Email: admin@afm.org.au
Shop 8, 6-16 Sanders Street, Griffith NSW 2680
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